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The cover picture was supplied by Paul Jocelyn-Brown and was taken looking 

towards the cloud covered Pic du Midi in the Pyrenees. 

Mike Roberts did the picture editing and graphical work. 
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Chairman’s Chat 
 

Dear Reader, 

 

Happy New Year and welcome to the first 2013 edition 

of our SAM magazine, I hope 2013 has started off well 

for you and yours.  

 

What with the phenomenal success of the Olympics and 

the Jubilee celebrations, 2012 will be a pretty hard act 

to follow, but not only for the nation as SAM has also had a jolly good year 

too. We now have a record number of members and 2012 saw a record number 

of associates achieve their IAM test pass. SAM members have helped raise a 

considerable sum of money for local charities and our monthly magazine has 

received an award and £250 from the IAM for being the best ‘Newsletter’.  So 

here’s to 2013, I’m sure, with your help, we can make it another fantastic 

motorcycling year.  

 

I have to admit that I haven’t been out on my motorbike for ages and looking at 

our calendar a ride out doesn’t look possible for at least another couple of 

weeks. I suppose, if I’m honest, it’s par for the course for me at this time of 

year. But on a dry bright morning, as it is at the moment, I truly feel like saying 

blow to everything else and just taking off on a trip. Somehow I don’t think the 

12 diner guests we’re expecting soon would be too impressed. Doubtless it will 

rain soon anyway, and then I won’t feel so bad.  

 

Traditionally, this is the time of year when I plea for new committee members 

and this year is no different. Please don’t be put off by the formality of the 

word committee, we are just a team of enthusiastic members who meet, once a 

month, quite informally and between us we’re trying to keep SAM at the top of 

its game. I believe a nomination form has been printed further on in the 

magazine and if you have any questions or would just like to know more please 

don’t hesitate to give me a call. As I know I’ve said before, I’m prepared to 
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guarantee that the more you put into the group the more you will gain from it, 

so why not give it a go?  

 

Whoops, I’ve just remembered those 12 diner guests so this chat must come to 

an end and it’s back to the kitchen for me. I was supposed to do this chat 

yesterday but there was a bit of a disaster in the kitchen when one the vital 

appliances, namely the oven, let me, and itself, down. As always David came 

to the rescue and despite there being no spare parts available, he got us up and 

running again. The only down side has been that I have been forced to 

acknowledge that some of the new tools and gadgets that appeared in the 

garage recently have proved very useful. 
 

I do hope you’ll be able to join us on Tuesday 15
th
 January for our annual quiz 

night, it’s always a truly entertaining evening with plenty of light hearted 

banter and team rivalry, so please feel free to bring along a friend or two, the 

more the merrier. 

 

With my very best wishes for a brilliant motorcycling year ahead.  

 

 

Beverley 

 

Disclaimer 
The articles published herein do not necessarily represent the views of the 

Institute of Advanced Motorists or the Suffolk Advanced Motorcyclist Group. 

They are the opinions of individual contributors and are published with a view 

that free expression promotes discussion and interests. 

 

 

New Associate Members  
 

A warm welcome is extended to our most recent Associate members: 
 

Robert Clayton 

 

If anyone else has joined us and not had a mention yet, let the Editor know and 

he will put your name in the next issue 
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Membership Fees for 2012 
 

Full Member £20.00   Joint Full Members £23.00 
 

Associate £139 - Skill for Life.  
 

Includes the current issue of “How to be a Better Rider” and your IAM Test fee 

for new members. 
 

Expenses to Observer for observed rides is £10.00 
 

Any queries please email 

 

Linda Barker at linda.barker@btinternet.com 

Judy Chittock at judy.chittock@btinternet.com 
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Renewal of Subscriptions  
January 2013 

 

Each year I have a lot of calls and emails regarding SAM fees due in January, I 

have tried to explain the most frequently asked questions below: 
 

Payment is £20 for the year for an individual. Or £23 for joint membership 
 

If you have joined us after June 30th 2012 then you do not have to pay until 

January 2014.  Your new membership card for SAM and the BMF will be 

allocated to you in January. 
 

All other members will need to pay their subscriptions in January. SAM's 

preferred choice is payment by standing order via your bank, but payment 

by cheque or cash are still acceptable. 
 

A form for all methods of payment are available from the SAM website. Please 

see under the Join us section and go into membership renewal. 
 

If you already have a standing order in place with your bank you will 

automatically receive your renewals and you don't need to do anything. 
 

I shall be distributing membership cards at the January meeting in order to 

keep the cost of postage down. If you are attending group night please come 

and see me to collect your new cards. 
 

Best Wishes for Christmas and the New Year. 

 

Linda Barker 
 

SAM Committee Nominations 
 2013 

 

Have you ever thought that the club needs your help? Now is your chance. Fill 

in the form and send it to David Rudland via post or email. Nominations have 

to be given in one month before the AGM on 19
th
 February 2013. 

 

For more information and to download a nomination form visit 

http://www.suffolk-advanced-motorcyclists.com/nom 
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Of Motorcycles and 
Folk Devils

I don't like "Born to be Wild" as it's been overplayed to the point it's become a 

huge cliché when associated with motorcycling and not only that, I don’t know 

any Hell’s Angels either, although over the past 40 or so years I’ve had a 

coffee and the occasional beer with the occasional member I’ve met casually 

on my travels. Not being judgmental about the way someone shows their 

`colours` I still would, unless something gave me cause not to. I've always tried 

to get through life without 

from my previous life, I recognise the other side of that aforementioned 

organisation and I’ve been involved in a few little `operations` to arrest one or 

two. I’ve also read a few books on the subject, including one by notoriou

Hell’s Angel, Sonny Barger, called `Ridin’ High, Livin’ Free`. I wouldn’t 

recommend it to the casual reader, although anyone studying criminology and 

`modern folk devils` would find it worthy of their research time although for 

road stories I prefer the magic of John Steinbeck.
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This particular yarn came about after an incident many years ago, in the wake 

of a fatal shooting of a gang member during a British Hell’s Angels inter-

chapter feud. I was called out to do a house entry and `armed criminal arrest` of 

the suspected killer. Although the CID (detectives) painted the usual picture of 

the target being `Britain’s most dangerous man` it was a straightforward early 

morning warrant where the firearms unit would secure the place and then 

handover to the CID murder squad. The door entry was simple as it wasn’t a 

chapter house we had to breach. These days that sort of thing can take much 

more complex planning and in some cases explosive method of entry is 

considered, by those police forces who have the necessary skills (and the senior 

officers with the bottle to approve it) although I do not know of anywhere in 

the UK that it’s been used – yet. On this job we actually mooted this option for 

about 10 seconds as a bit of a joke, until I saw the look on the superintendent’s 

(senior police commander) face. We’d once done a recce of a really big chapter 

house in a city, which revealed a sophisticated security camera and reinforced 

doors that included former police cell gates retrieved from scrap dealers and 

building demolition sites! It was referred to by us as FFK or, to give it the full 

title, Fort ******* Knox. One of my guys, ex SBS, was busting to show us 

how we could do it with just a teeny-weeny bit of explosive, but that particular 

superintendent squeaked, “No” from behind his locked toilet door – typical 

senior officer, what more can I say. 

 
On our simple arrest warrant job the door was popped easily using an electro-

hydraulic ram (door frame needed repairing afterwards) and myself and my 

small 3 man entry team were in within seconds. Almost immediately, the target 

appeared at the top of the stairs and was hard-challenged (had guns pointed at 

him along with instructions in words of one syllable). Cool as a cucumber, he 

slowly put his hands on his head and said, “No problem lads, I got no beef with 

the old bill”, (but the old bill had a beef with him). ‘Cuffed and searched, he 

was passed to the team waiting outside. The rest of the ground floor was 

declared clear and it was then that I heard movement upstairs. I steamed up, 

followed by my number two and three where we performed a fast and low 

tactical entry into the room where the movement was detected. It was worse 

than I feared. I found myself facing a naked woman in the process of pulling up 

her knickers. This was the trigger man’s girlfriend or `old lady` to use Hell’s 

Angels parlance. Seeing me and my pistol pointed at her she left the knickers at 

half-mast around her knees and put her hands up. A quick check of the room 

and hearing the word “Clear” barked out behind me told me that my back was 

safe. I said I was sorry for the intrusion and told her to cover herself up. 
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Without so much as blinking she said, “That’s OK darlin’, give me 5 minutes 

and I’ll do you a bacon sandwich”. Such was my surprise at her sheer coolness 

and generous offer, an offer that I would never normally refuse, I actually said, 

“No thanks” as I holstered my pistol. That was the last thing I was expecting to 

hear from someone whose bedroom I’d just crashed into with a self loading 

pistol in my hand. Incidentally if, like the boys back at the police station, you 

were disappointed at me not giving a description of `breasts swaying 

seductively as the pale pink rays of early morning sunlight played tantalisingly 

across………`, I’m sorry to disappoint, but the absolute truth is that I couldn’t 

remember what she looked like, as all I was interested in was whether she was 

a threat (which in hindsight she probably was anyway), but having started you 

off I guess you can make up the rest from your own imagination, if you so 

desire. We found a sawn off single barrelled shotgun concealed inside a large 

bore dummy exhaust pipe on his motorcycle, although the murder weapon had 

been an Model 1911 .45 ACP – now that’s what I call a handgun. 

 
My second encounter with a member of the Hell’s A’s was very different. I 

was off duty, out for a ride on my own motorcycle and noticed a biker 

tinkering with his machine in a lay-by on a trunk road not far from my rural 

beat house (think "Heartbeat", those golden days, alas no more) which had its 

own small office attached.  I pulled in to see if he needed help. As I rolled to a 

stop behind him I noticed the familiar death head back patch and top and 

bottom rockers. 30 minutes later and we’d botched up the broken fuel pipe with 

some spare I had in my emergency kit and he was on his way. [When you 

owned an old British motorcycle you carried a good selection of `stuff`]. A 

couple of hours later the police office doorbell sounded. Although I was off 

duty I would often answer the door unless otherwise engaged, in which case I’d 

just lay low and wait for them to read the sign on the door and pick up the 

direct line telephone to the main station. I opened up and there stood the biker 

I’d helped. He said, “This is for you” and handed me a bottle of Scotch. I said 

there was no need. “Take it mate, I was stuffed back there, thanks”. With that 

he placed it on the porch floor, turned and walked down the drive. I called after 

him and asked how he knew where I lived, as when we were fixing his bike I 

never mentioned I was police or where I came from. He just winked at me. 
 

 

Hogday 
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The Nuda has an 870 mm seat 

height. It feels a lot more! 

Nice idea BMW, but please can I have a 

higher screen? The salespeople could not 

tell me what the price is likely to be, or 

when it’s expected to get to the 

showrooms. 

What’s new for 2013? 
 

Every year, for what seems like half a lifetime, I’ve made the annual trek to 

what is today called “Motorcycle Live”.  In other words the annual motorcycle 

show, held every autumn at the NEC in Birmingham. This year was no 

different, except this time I went on the opening day.  

 

First tip for you (if you’re ever thinking of going): Car parking costs £9 in 

advance at the NEC (Bike parking is free, but what are you going to do with all 

your belongings?) So this year I travelled up on the Friday evening and stayed 

with my eldest son, who is currently at University in Coventry. Car parking all 

day at the weekend at Coventry railway station is £2 and the return rail fare is 

£1.85 per person. The rail journey was short, comfortable and turned out 

straight into the NEC (no long walks from the car park). 

 

In fact the train was a bit too efficient, as we arrived about ten minutes before 

the official opening! 

The first stand was Husqvarna, and time to 

knock their Nuda 900 off my list. I needed 

assistance from my two sons to climb aboard 

this towering bike! 

 

Next door to Husqvarna was BMW. Not a 

surprise as BMW own and manufacture 

Husquvarnas, not in their original home 

country of 

Sweden, but 

now in Italy.  

 

I wanted to 

have a moan 

to the BMW 
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The new water-cooled BMW R1200GS 

Susuki’s Inazuma 250 (left) and Kawasaki’s 300 Ninja (right). 

sales people about my recent mechanical woes, but they were only there to tell 

the public just how wonderful BMW are, not to hear tales to the contrary. Still 

I did try out the new BMW F800GT for size and quite liked it, but for the lack 

of electric screen. In fact the screen on it seemed no bigger than the one on the 

current F800ST. So something there for accessory makers to get busy with. 

The perennial BMW R1200GS is to get a part air/part oil/part water cooled 

engine for 2013, with the rest of the big boxer engined bikes to follow. Good 

news is that they’ve redesigned the drive shaft. I hope it’s stronger than the old 

one! Also the clutch is now an oil bath multi plate unit, only a few Italian 

manufacturers continuing with single plate dry clutches. 

 

 The big news at the show, is that 

many manufacturers are taking 

the new licensing rules, due to 

come into force in January, 

seriously, with a lot of smaller 

bikes now available. Honda had 

three new 500 cc bikes in sport, 

naked and adventure sport 

styling. I guess we can expect to 

welcome new A2 licence holders 

into the group in the future. 

Another A2 licence special, l 

was the very sportily styled Kawasaki 300 Ninja. It looks like great fun to ride, 

but I was disappointed to find it costs almost as 

much as Kawasaki’s 600cc twins (ER6 and 

Versys 650). 
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It may be huge, it may be 

expensive but if Santa brought 

one of these down the chimney 

on Christmas Day, I’d be the 

happiest boy in the world!! 

So did I see anything that I might actually buy? Well Harley Davidson’s sales 

staff wins the prize once again for most welcoming. If Harley dealers were all 

as nice and welcoming as their national sales staff, I might be tempted, despite 

not really liking any of their bikes. Ducati, Aprilia and particularly MotoGuzzi 

made me stop and admire the sheer beauty of Italian bikes, but the one that left 

me wondering where I could find £14,299 pounds from, is the wonderful new 

Triumph Trophy SE. 
 

 

Finally I think I’ve found a new 

bike for our Chairman. Sorry it 

might not really be the time for 

you to move onto a big scooter, 

but with a name like this, how 

could you resist? 
 

May 2013 bring you the best of 

biking, whether you get a new 

bike or not. 

Martin 

Andrew 
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Moto GP in 2013 
 

Every two of three years I manage to earn enough "kitchen points" to visit a 

foreign bike race (Moto GP or Superbike). Now no promises, but the 2013 

racing calendars are pretty much fixed. Assuming Mrs. A will allow me out, 

and I manage to find the cash.... Does anyone fancy a trip to the German Moto 

GP at the Sachensenring on the 7
th
 July? 

 

The rough plan, would be to catch the overnight ferry from Harwich to the 

Hook of Holland on the previous Thursday night (about £140 return) with a 

hotel stop in mid Germany on the Friday night. Two nights near the circuit 

(Saturday and Sunday) to see the race (the circuit is near Chemnitz in the old 

GDR near the Czech border). Another stop on the way home and finally the 

overnight ferry from the Hook on the Tuesday night. 
 

Hook of Holland to Chemnitz is under 500 miles by the most direct route, but 

being SAM, I expect we'd plan a "pretty route" (the Harz Mountains look 

interesting). 
 

Plan on Hotels at about £70 per night. The race tickets are not yet on sale, but 

count on around £60 for race day. As I say, I'm not definitely going, but if 

there's enough support I could start to do a bit more forward planning.  
 

Interested...let me know by email, phone or come and see me. 
 

Martin Andrew 
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A friend recently found a whole pile of Motor Cycling Magazines while 

restoring his Steam Train’s roof!. Originally published in the Motor Cycle 

newspaper 20
th
 July, 1927, Holiday Edition of “Motor Cycling” It is a very 

early view on road safety but has some themes that we still recognise today. 
 

TRAINED IMAGINATION 
 

THE DEVELOPMENT OF A FACULTY WHICH, IF PROPERLY USED, 

CAN MAKE FOR GENUINE PLEASURE AND SAFETY. 
 

People talk a great deal about “safety first” and the guiding principles of good 

riding, but there seems to be little in the way of general advice which can do 

more to help all classes of road users than that concerning the correct use of 

imagination and the cultivation of that power.  If one allows imagination to 

come into play, the brain instinctively broadcasts the sense of impending 

danger, when it exists, and, as no one in his right mind asks for trouble, proper 

action can then be taken to safeguard everybody’s interests. 
 

For example, when taking a corner with another vehicle just ahead, one has 

only to visualise the possibility of a third party coming in the opposite direction 

to appreciate that it is foolhardy to try to pass until the road in front can be seen 

for a sufficient distance to permit a safe passage.  Any normal man’s or 

woman’s brain can conceive the dangers of the practice of passing on a corner, 

and it merely requires concentration on the job on the part of the driver to 

enable the imagination to dictate genuine safety-first action without having to 

think of any instruction books or other written rules of driving.  Provided that 

rider has a knowledge of what happens to the machine when he or she operates 
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any control, the only other real necessity is the power to constantly keep in 

mind the need for being cautious. 

 

If the solo rider used his imagination he would realize the folly of passing on a 

corner; he is likely to cross the path of the traffic in either direction moving 

along the road into which he is turning. 

 

The Driver’s Duty Demands Concentration 

 

Before dealing with the applications of imagination as applied to motorcycle 

control, the question of concentration demands mention.  People who travel by 

train have only to think at intervals about the journey, as when they stop at 

stations to see whether they ought to get out, and so on.  The driver, on the 

other hand, has to keep his mind on the job of controlling the train, from the 

time he starts until the trip is finished.  The road user, whether vehicular or 

pedestrian, is in the position of the train driver, not the passenger, and so ought 

to keep his mind on the business of controlling the actions of his vehicle or of 

himself.  In other words, the motorist, or, for that matter, anybody using the 

road, has a definite responsibility, and must, therefore keep his or her mind on 

that task all the time.  It is useless to think just at the moment when danger is at 

hand; think consistently, act accordingly, and danger will not arise. 

 

Coming back to the matter of imagination.  Think of a crowded town street 

with buses, trams and pedestrians dodging hither and thither.  Ignoring for the 

moment consideration of the actions of other vehicle drivers, it needs but little 

imagination to picture the consequences of too high a speed for quick stopping 

at the moment of an ill-judged dash by a pedestrian.  If one keeps in mind the 

fact that somebody may try to cross the road in a moment of forgetfulness, and 

consequently dangerously, it will help the driver to be ready to do the right 

thing without the need for a sudden “rush of thought to the head” occasioned 

by an unexpected happening.  When it is ever present in one’s mind that every 

other road user may make a mistake at an unexpected moment, then the task of 

traffic driving becomes straightforward.  Constant thought about the matter in 

mind – driving – is far less tiring mentally than occasional lapses alternated 

with a wild confusion of ideas when an emergency arises. 
 

In the mind of the driver following this combination there will doubtless be 

annoyance on account of the foolish signalling, but his imagination should 

prompt a slowing down until the riders course is definitely known. 
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A Really Good Rider Visualizes The Future Actions Of Others On The 

Road And So Can Drive Considerately 
 

When you see a break in the line of a hedge which corresponds with a break in 

the grass or other road border, what idea is telegraphed to your brain?  A road 

junction of course.  Don’t merely sound the horn!  Use your imagination and 

think that somebody else may be coming round the bend at the same time. 
 

Again, when travelling behind another vehicle, which partially obstructs the 

forward view, does a moving object in front of it suggest that the road is not 

clear for an attempt to pass, even when the course is open for a dash past the 

car or lorry immediately ahead? 
 

Observing drivers’ signals is another direction in which the use of imagination 

can avoid a lot of trouble.  A right hand held out does not always mean a right 

turn; such is the frailty of human nature! Imagine that the signal means a 

change of course, and instinctively one will make no attempt to pass until the 

action is made obvious.  The driver who takes nothing for granted will always 

have the satisfaction of knowing that the chances against an accident are very 

much increased by following the advice which his imagination has, so to speak, 

given automatically. 
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Similar instances can be given almost infinitely, but a little thought, prompted 

by personal experience, will reveal the practically unlimited scope for the 

proper use of the imagination as a guide to careful driving 
 

The Imagination Needs Control and Development 

 

It must not be thought, however, that the idea cannot be overdone, as some 

people have “supercharged” imagination and a nervous subject might therefore 

be led to commit errors through excessive flights of fancy.  Imagination alone 

is not of great service, except in rare instances.  What is really needed is a 

trained imagination. 
 

The training process is quite simple; the next time you go out on the road, 

watch the course ahead and think out the meaning to you of the movements of 

other vehicles and of the signs, either stationary or moving, which can be 

turned to good account.  In time the habit of sizing up the possible actions of 

others will become second nature and there will be an automatic warning of 

impending danger which will make motorcycling far more enjoyable because 

the mental strain on the part of the rider will be reduced to its minimum.  Every 

driver knows that feeling of ragged nerves due to a series of close shaves 

during a run; with the use of trained imagination these undesirable events can 

be almost eliminated. 

 

The rider of the sidecar shows a lack of the grasp of possibilities by parking so 

close to a corner. His machine cause danger to others and is very likely to be 

damaged by reason of its position. 

 

Marion & Graham Parker 
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February’s BREAKFAST RUN 
3rd February 2013 

start times 10:15 for 10:30 start 
 

Grover & Allen (J D Wetherspoon Pub) 

North Street, Sudbury, CO10 1RF  

01787 467660 

 

Ride Coordinator: Trevor Adams 07771 666496 

 

Meet Beacon Hill Services 10:00 for 10:30 start 
 

Exit car park to Roundabout and take 3
rd
 exit to Needham Market. 

 

At T junction with High Street Turn right to Stowmarket, at Roundabout 

take 1
st
 exit  

 

At 2
nd
 Roundabout take 3

rd
 exit Gipping Way.  

 

At traffic lights Turn left on to Station Road B1115 continue approx 9 miles to 

Bildeston. 
 

In Bildeston Turn right to Monks Eliegh  
 

At T Junction Turn right to Lavenham A1141  
 

At T junc Turn left on to B1071 at mini Roundabout take 2
nd
 exit 

 

At next Roundabout take 3
rd
 exit at next Roundabout take 2

nd
 exit 

 

Turn right in to Upper E Street then 1st left in to Suffolk Road 

Straight at 1st and 2nd cross roads 
 

Turn Left in to North Street Grover & Allen is on the corner. Ample street 

parking 

☺ 
Please check the SAM Calendar and SAM Forum on-line for last minute 

changes/cancellations. On the Forum you will also find the routes as text, route 

cards, and on Google Maps / Streetview, along with a photo of the destination, 

so you can familiarise yourself with the route before the day. 
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Social Rides 
Please note that it is you, the rider, who is deemed to be in control of the 

vehicle at all times during an Observed Run and during all other Group 

activities and that the Committee of Suffolk Advanced Motorcyclists cannot 

and do not accept any liability whatsoever for any injury to person or damage 

to vehicle occurring in the course of any rally or other event organised by the 

Group.  Any member attending such an event does so entirely at his or her own 

risk and must maintain their own insurance to cover any said injury to person 

or damage to vehicle and must be riding a road legal vehicle, having valid road 

tax, insurance and MOT certificate (if applicable). 

Participants on S.A.M social rides are advised of the Events Committee’s 

guidelines as follows: 

 You will be expected to provide a suitable means of carrying a map of the 
route 

 If possible, have breakdown cover for your machine. 
 Be responsible for your own safety 
 Rides will commence promptly at the published departure time. 
 Have a FULL tank of fuel 
 No more than 5 in a group. 

 

AUTOFIT AUTOFIT AUTOFIT AUTOFIT     (Ipswich) Ltd 

FOR YOUR MOTORCYCLE TYRESFOR YOUR MOTORCYCLE TYRESFOR YOUR MOTORCYCLE TYRESFOR YOUR MOTORCYCLE TYRES    

OUT FOR A SCRATCH OR A LONG 

DISTANCE TOUR HAVE A WORD 

WITH ADRIAN 

“GOOD ADVICE FOR SURE” 

KEEN PRICES, HELPFUL ADVICE… 

Autofit (Ipswich) Ltd 

8-10 Britannia Rd., IPSWICH, IP4 4PE 

Tel: 01473 723325 Fax: 01473 274966 
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New clothes on an old 
friend, 

Suzuki V Strom 650 
 

     
For the past 5 years I have had an on-going relationship with the Suzuki DL650 

V Strom with one occupying space in the garage alongside whatever other two 

wheeler has moved in. 
 

Overall the V Strom has shown itself to be a versatile middle weight that can 

commute, can tour (even with my weight on board) or take on the back roads 

with a degree of confidence that keeps a smile rather than a frown on your face. 
 

My bikes have all been the ‘Wee Strom’ version and up to recently I hadn’t 

given the ‘Glee’ a lot of thought having ridden it 10-15 miles when it first 

appeared but didn’t feel the improved version warranted the extra money and 

kind of dismissed it. To cut to the chase I needed to borrow a bike to get home 

from Orwell’s so borrowed the Glee for the day. 
 

The first thing I noticed was that the Glee appears smaller than the Wee and the 

pegs felt a lot higher, allowing easy weight transfer to the pegs to assist quick 

turning in the bends. The riding position was definitely more in the bike than 

on it. The seat profile towards the tank is narrower and more comfortable than 

the Wee but I was still aware of the built up pillion area pushing into my rear 

end. The seat step is not as high as on the Wee’s but it’s still there and made 

itself felt through the day. 
 

The V twin engine has now been lifted from the Gladius and is a lot smoother 

than the old SV 650 derived power-plant with less vibration coming through 
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the bars and foot pegs. Acceleration is smoother and rapidly gets to the desired 

speed without the momentary delay felt with the older version.  
 

The ride is stable and the suspension feels more composed soaking up the 

imperfections in the Suffolk roads. Although greasy with the recent rain and 

vegetation blown around, the presence of the ABS gives confidence to make 

appropriate progress. 
 

The Wee Strom has been prone to an unstable front end in its unadjusted 

configuration; normally rectified with suspension tuning and dropping the 

forks 10mm through the yoke. Another favourite ‘forum fix’ has been the 

addition of another fork clamp to stiffen the front end alleviating the flex and 

torsion in cross winds, or whilst enjoying higher progressive activity. 
 

Whilst we ride around the deficits of our machines, these two fixes have 

always improved the riding experience of the Wee. It was the complete 

absence of instability that shows how much Suzuki has improved the bike. 

Speed is clearly shown on the digital display of the Glee and even at the risk of 

3 points (if on the public highway) the Glee remains composed throughout 

continuing to pull strongly in 5
th
 and smoothly in 6

th
. The suspension giving 

more than adequate feedback at continental road speeds. 
 

Overtaking is now much more refined and 4
th
 gear allows for a smooth rapid 

acceleration and positive throttle control in the bends. On the Wee 3
rd
 gear is 

virtually the default for 30-60mph B roads where as 4
th
 on the Glee is perfectly 

adequate to the task of progress and composure. 
 

The clutch and gearbox are smooth and light with no sudden engagement or 

clunks when engaging 1
st
. The clutch lever is nonadjustable for span and could 

present riders with short fingers a challenge to reach across. Slow speed 

manoeuvring requires good throttle and clutch control and this may be difficult 

to achieve with the standard lever. 
 

The Glee’s equipment is basic but sufficient for everyday riding and includes 

ABS. What is absent; is a centre stand, hand guards, engine bars and belly pan 

on the entry level model. All are available as extra’s to allow for individual 

choices. For me the mirrors remain at 60% functionality showing my elbows in 

the other 40% of the inner view. Whilst the mirrors are adequate, any vehicle 

30-50 metres behind of the rider could be lost to view. 
 

The screen could be described as characterful; whilst it performs its task I 

experienced considerable noise until I ‘ducked’ my head down. 
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The seating position that initially I felt was adequate, saw me shuffle to relieve 

the pressure from the pillion step. Towards the end of the ride I found that 

rather than sit upright or being leant into the bars I was slouching putting strain 

on my lower back. This is not a fault of the bike but rather the limitations I find 

in modern machinery that is not designed to accommodate tall and generously 

proportioned, middle age riders. 
 

This leaves me in a quandary; the positives of the Glee are the engine and the 

stability of the new frame under the plastic. For all day comfort (for me) this is 

still compromised by the pillion seat step, yet the same seat’s front profile also 

improves the handling of the machine. Brakes are more than adequate and the 

rider feedback from the front end is much improved. 
 

If I was to have this machine I would consider the GT version and then cost out 

uprating the base version with alternative luggage. The Wee has always been a 

big character carrying some width on its hips when the panniers are in situ. 

Looking at the Glee in the shop with the luggage in situ, all the slimness of the 

machine is lost with it appearing a lot wider than its older sibling. Fully loaded 

it would be interesting to filter the machine in the town environment. 
 

My thanks to Mark and the staff at Orwell for letting me borrow the V Strom 

giving me the chance to reflect on an old friend. 
 

Over all I found 

the new DL 650 

(Glee) an 

improvement on 

the older (Wee) 

version but for 

myself they are 

both limited for 

longer rides.  I do 

have an answer to 

the dilemma and 

it avoids dieting 

and has allowed 

all day comfort 

and I feel value 

for the money but that’s another story. 
 

Safe riding     Steve Cook 
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What an RAF pilot can 
teach us about being 
safe on the road 

 

Sorry mate, I didn’t see you”. Is a catchphrase used by drivers up and down the 

country. Is this a driver being careless and dangerous or did the driver 

genuinely not see you? 

 

According to a report by John Sullivan of the RAF, the answer may have 

important repercussions for the way we train drivers and how as cyclists we 

stay safe on the roads. John Sullivan is a Royal Air Force pilot with over 4,000 

flight hours in his career, and a keen cyclist. 

 

He is a crash investigator and has contributed to multiple reports. Fighter pilots 

have to cope with speeds of over 1000 mph. Any crashes are closely analysed 

to extract lessons that can be of use. 

 

Our eyes were not designed for driving 

 

We are the result of hundreds of thousands of years of evolution. Our eyes, and 

the way that our brain processes the images that they receive, are very well 

suited to creeping up on unsuspecting antelopes and spotting threats such as 

sabre-toothed tigers. These threats are largely gone and they’ve been replaced 

by vehicles travelling towards us at high speeds. This, we’ve not yet adapted to 

deal with. 

 

Why? 

 

Light enters our eyes and falls upon the retina. It is then converted into 

electrical impulses, that the brain perceives as images. Only a small part of 

your retina, the centre bit called the fovea, can generate a high-resolution 

image. This is why we need to look directly at something, to see detail. The 

rest of the retina lacks detail but it contributes by adding the peripheral vision. 

However, a mere 20 degrees away from your sightline, your visual acuity is 

about 1/10th of what it is at the Try this scary test to see quite how much detail 

you lose in your peripheral vision. 
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 Stand 10 metres away from a car. 
 Move your eyes and look just one car’s width to the right or left of that 
car. 

 Without moving where your eyes are now looking, try and read the 
number plate of the car. 

 Try the test again from 5m. 
 

The test shows you quite how little detail you are able to truly capture from the 

side of your eyes. That’s not to say that we cannot see something in our 

peripheral vision – of course we can. As you approach a roundabout, you 

would be hard pressed not to see a huge lorry bearing down upon you, even out 

of the corner of your eye – obviously, the bigger the object, the more likely we 

are to see it. But would you see a motorbike, or a cyclist? 

 

Here’s when things get really interesting. When you move your head and eyes 

to scan a scene, your eyes are incapable of moving smoothly across it and 

seeing everything. Instead, you see in the image in a series of very quick jumps 

(called saccades) with very short pauses (called fixations) and it is only during 

the pauses that an image is processed. 

 

Your brain fills in the gaps with a combination of peripheral vision and an 

assumption that what is in the gaps must be the same as what you see during 

the pauses. This might sound crazy, but your brain actually blocks the image 

that is being received while your eyes are moving. This is why you do not see 

the sort of blurred image, that you see when you look sideways out of a train 

window. The only exception to this, is if you are tracking a moving object. 

 

Another test to try 

 

If you are not convinced, try this test. 
 

 Look in a mirror. 
 

 Look repeatedly from your right eye to your left eye. 
 

 Can you see your eyes moving? You can’t. 
 

 Repeat the test with a friend and watch them.  
 

You will see their eyes moving quite markedly. You can’t see your own eyes 

move because your brain shuts down the image for the instant that your eyes 

are moving. This is called Saccadic masking. In the past, this served us well. It 
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meant we could creep up on antelopes without our brain being overloaded by 

unnecessary detail and a lot of useless, blurred images. 

 

However, what happens when this system is put to use in a modern day 

situation, such as a traffic junction? 

Why we miss motorbikes and bicycles At a traffic junction all but the worst of 

drivers will look in both directions to check for oncoming traffic. However, it 

is entirely possible for our eyes to “jump over” an oncoming bicycle or 

motorbike. The smaller the vehicle, the greater the chance it will fall within a 

saccade. This isn’t really a case of a careless driver, it’s more of a human 

incapacity to see anything during a saccade. Hence the reason for so many 

“Sorry mate, I didn’t see you” excuses. The faster you move your head, the 

larger the jumps and the shorter the pauses. Therefore, you’ve got more of a 

chance of missing a vehicle. We are effectively seeing through solid objects, 

with our brain filling in the image. Additionally, we tend to avoid the edges of 

the windscreen. The door pillars on a car therefore create an even wider 

blindspot. This is called windscreen zoning. 

 

The danger of playing music 

Our ears help us build up a picture of our surroundings. However, inside our 

cars or with music playing, our brain is denied another useful cue. 

Additionally, bicycles are almost completely silent, so won’t be heard by car 

drivers. 

 

How accidents happen Let’s say you are driving along. You approach a 

junction and you notice a lack of traffic. You look left and right and proceed 

forward. Suddenly you hear the blast of a horn, as a motorbike flashes in front 

of you, narrowly avoiding an accident. 

 

What just happened? On your approach, you couldn’t see there was another 

vehicle on a perfect collision course. With a lack of relative movement for your 

peripheral vision to detect and the vehicle being potentially hidden by being 

near the door pillar, you miss it entirely. Lulled into a false sense of security 

you looked quickly right and left, to avoid holding up the traffic behind you, 

and your eyes jumped cleanly over the approaching vehicle, especially as it 

was still close to the door pillar in the windscreen. The rest of the road was 

empty, and this was the scene that your brain used to fill in the gaps! Scary, 

huh? 
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You were not being inattentive – but you were being ineffective. Additionally, 

if you didn’t expect there to be a cyclist your brain is more likely to 

automatically jump to the conclusion that the road is empty. Now that you’ve 

been warned. What can you do? Forewarned is forearmed, so here’s what we 

can do. 

 

Drivers: 
 

 Slow down on the approach of a roundabout or junction. Even if the road 
seems empty.Changing speed will allow you to see vehicles that would 

otherwise be invisible to you. 
 

 A glance is never enough. You need to be as methodical and deliberate as 
a fighter pilot would be. Focus on at least 3 different spots along the road 

to the right and left. Search close, middle-distance and far. With practise, 

this can be accomplished quickly, and each pause is only for a fraction of 

a second. Fighter pilots call this a “lookout scan” and it is vital to their 

survival. 
 

 Always look right and left at least twice. This doubles your chance of 
seeing a vehicle. 

 

 Make a point of looking next to the windscreen pillars. Better still, lean 
forward slightly as you look right and left so that you are looking around 

the door pillars. Be aware that the pillar nearest to you blocks more of 

your vision. Fighter pilots say ‘Move your head – or you’re dead’. 
 

 Clear your flight path! When changing lanes, check your mirrors and as a 
last check, look directly at the spot which are going to manoeuvre. 

 

 Drive with your lights on. Bright vehicles or clothing is always easier to 
spot than dark colours that don’t contrast with a scene. 

 

 It is especially difficult to spot bicycles, motorbikes and pedestrians 
during low sun conditions as contrast is reduced. 

 

 Keep your windscreen clean – seeing other vehicles is enough of a 
challenge without a dirty windscreen. You never see a fighter jet with a 

dirty canopy. Finally, don’t be a clown – if you are looking at your 

mobile telephone then you are incapable of seeing much else. Not only 

are you probably looking down into your lap, but your eyes are focused at 

less than one metre and every object at distance will be out of focus. Even 

when you look up and out, it takes a fraction of a second for your eyes to 

adjust – this is time you may not have. 
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Cyclists and motorcyclists: 
 

 Recognise the risk of being in a saccade. High contrast clothing and lights 
help. In particular, flashing LED’s (front and rear) are especially effective 

for cyclists as they create contrast and the on-off flashing attracts the 

peripheral vision in the same manner that movement does. There’s nothing 

wrong with leaving these on during the day. (Especially if they are 

rechargeable) 
 

 The relatively slower speed of bicycles means that they will be closer to a 
point of collision if a vehicle begins to pull into their path. Turn this to 

advantage – when passing junctions, look at the head of the driver that is 

approaching or has stopped. The head of the driver will naturally stop and 

centre upon you if you have been seen. If the driver’s head sweeps through 

you without pausing, then the chances are that you are in a saccade – you 

must assume that you have not been seen and expect the driver to pull out! 
 

 Recognise that with a low sun, a dirty windscreen or one with rain beating 
against it drivers are likely to have less of a chance of seeing you. Cycle 

instructors have been saying it for years: Ride in a position further out from 

the kerb as a driver is more likely to be looking in this location See: 

 

How to make your next bike ride safer than the last. What should we do with 

our human weakness? John Sullivan’s findings and suggestions are excellent. 

However, they rely on drivers changing well embedded habits. Personally I 

believe that, unlike RAF pilots, a driver is very unlikely to change their 

behaviour. Therefore, I’d suggest that this is another reason we should be 

looking at building safety in to our roads, with Dutch style cycling 

infrastructure. Two important takeaways for cyclists:  

 

Increasing your contrast helps you be see 

 

Think flashing bike lights.  

 

Also, remember the importance of good road positioning. 

 

John Sullivan 
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January’s Editorial 2013 
 

Well it appears that we survived the Mayan 

apocalypse and Christmas, Just as adverts 

have finished to buy buy buy huge 
expensive Christmas presents for our loved 

ones which I can nether afford or need so start 

the Holiday adverts… As a self-employed 

small business, words like Holiday don’t seem 

to be part of the business plan. Last year, 

2012, I had 4 days off… 
 

Last Month, 20
th 
December, saw me in the Bury hospital being sliced and diced 

having my inside put back in. So I’m writing this last year as I’m not allowed 

to ride � drive � or work ☺ for 3 weeks so I sit here as stiff as a board writing 

my bit. 
 

Spring is now just round the corner. I can feel my poor old bike getting agitated 

as it’s not out and about. Didn’t use her in December at all as the weather was 

not very kind, Daffodil bulbs are starting to shoot so it looks like we will have 

a great spring and hopefully summer as well. 
 

Don’t forget to take your cameras and a notebook to record your trip then you 

can write a nice article about it for your favourite magazine. I have a word 

template if anyone would like it, email me and I’ll send you a copy which has 

all the formatting re-set on it. Please remember that we use Times New Roman 

as the main font for the magazine at a size 16 so that when the printer converts 

the A4 pages down to A5 the font looks like a 12. I like pictures to be separate 

to your articles because I can make them bigger or small to fill the page 
 

Thank you 
To all the members who have contributed to this month’s magazine. 

 

Safe Riding    Felix...    Editor 
 

Bowman’s Barn, Back Street, Gislingham, Suffolk. IP23 8JH. 

Tel: 07712649860  

editor@suffolk-advanced-motorcyclists.com 
 

Closing date for copy 
Friday after club night 
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If you’d like to help save the G

monthly ‘hard copy’ of the ‘SAM Observer’ by opting to receive an email 

notification instead, then please give me your email de

send me an email. 
 

I hope that you have been enjoying the reports that members who go on ride 

outs have written, and as you can 

feel free to scribble a few words down, 

have another great magazine to read

 

“The SAM Observer” 
Cover Photo

Calling all of SAM’s photographers 

SAM Observer’ cover, which I am sure you must have spotted is in full colour.

So if you have a cracking shot that has one or more 

motorcycles in it, is all your own work, and you think it 

would look good on the cover

see it.

 

There is now a special topic on 

the SAM Forum where you can 

show small copies of potential 

magazine cover photos for all to see. (Just look in the 

Members Only section) Full instructions and 

requirements are listed there.

some, or any of the photos posted, but you may get a call 

from me asking for the original file from your camera.

http://www.suffolk-advanced
 

Mike Roberts – SAM Website Administrator  
 

3         www.suffolk-advanced-motorcyclists.com

If you’d like to help save the Group on the printing and postage costs of your 

monthly ‘hard copy’ of the ‘SAM Observer’ by opting to receive an email 

notification instead, then please give me your email details on G

I hope that you have been enjoying the reports that members who go on ride 

ritten, and as you can see, it doesn’t have to be a wordy passage, so 

feel free to scribble a few words down, a few pictures and next month you will 

great magazine to read 

 
 

“The SAM Observer” 
Cover Photo

Calling all of SAM’s photographers out there. Photos are required for ‘The 

SAM Observer’ cover, which I am sure you must have spotted is in full colour.

So if you have a cracking shot that has one or more 

motorcycles in it, is all your own work, and you think it 

would look good on the cover, I’d be very pleased to 

see it. 

There is now a special topic on 

the SAM Forum where you can 

show small copies of potential 

magazine cover photos for all to see. (Just look in the 

Members Only section) Full instructions and 

requirements are listed there. I can’t promise to use all, 

some, or any of the photos posted, but you may get a call 

from me asking for the original file from your camera. 

advanced-motorcyclists.com/magcovers

SAM Website Administrator   
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Advertise here 
 

£25 for 
1/8  page 

Annual 
Advertising Rates: 

 

Advertise on the 
SAM website for an 
additional £25. 

Contact: 
 

Felix 07712649860 
 

Sam.editor@btinternet.com 

 

£35 for ¼ page 
£50 for ½ page 

£75 for full page 

 

 

We have moved to:  
 

Mototechniks Ltd, Tot Hill, Bury Road, Stowmarket, IP14 3QQ 
 

Our product range has also changed, pop in to find out more. 
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MEMBER INFORMATION  
A lot of useful information about SAM and its activities is available on our 

website. Below are some key links members will find useful. 
 

CONTACTS 
 

Contact details of SAM’s Committee & Observers, complete with photographs 

so you can recognise everyone. 

http://www.suffolk-advanced-motorcyclists.com/com 

http://www.suffolk-advanced-motorcyclists.com/obs 
 

CALENDAR 
 

Our online calendar with relevant links which can also be linked to your 

smartphone.  Contact: Mike Roberts 

http://www.suffolk-advanced-motorcyclists.com/cal 
 

OBSERVER ASSOCIATE CHARTER 
 

What is expected of the Observer and Associate while preparing for the IAM 

motorcycle test.   Contact: Derek Barker 

http://www.suffolk-advanced-motorcyclists.com/chart 
 

CARING SAM 
 

Our customer service & complaints procedures.   Contact: Karl Hale 

http://www.suffolk-advanced-motorcyclists.com/care 
 

MOTORCYCLE DEXTERITY & CONTROL 
 

Dates and details of our slow riding events.    Contact: Derek Barker 
Sponsored by Southwold Pier 01502 722105  

www.southwoldpier.co.uk 

Before you attend one of SAM's Dexterity days, you must inform your 

Insurance Company that you intend to practise slow speed machine control in a 

school playground accessible to the public and ask them to confirm that you 

will have full cover for this activity. 

http://www.suffolk-advanced-motorcyclists.com/dext 
 

DISCOUNT SCHEME 
 

Save your membership fee, and more, by using these retailers who give a 

discount to SAM members.  Contact: Nigel Chittock 

http://www.suffolk-advanced-motorcyclists.com/disc 
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ADVERTS 
 

Got something to sell? Want to see what other members are selling? See our 

online adverts section.   Contact: Mike Roberts 

http://www.suffolk-advanced-motorcyclists.com/ads 

SHOPS 
 

T-shirts, sweatshirts, fleeces, hats, and more are available from SAM’s two 

online shops.  Contact: Mike Roberts 

http://www.suffolk-advanced-motorcyclists.com/shop 
 

FORUM 
 

All the latest news and discussion on all things SAM and motorcycle related. 

Have a read, and then register to join in.  Contact: Mike Roberts 

http://www.suffolk-advanced-motorcyclists.com/forum 
 

Committee Nominations 
 

Nomination forms can also be down loaded from 

http://www.suffolk-advanced-motorcyclists.com/nom 
 
 
 

 

 

SAM Events for your Diary 
 

January 2013 
 

Tuesday 15
th
   SAM Group Night. Announcements at 19:30. followed 

by Quiz with Mike Roberts & Derek Barker 
 

Thursday 17
th
   Theory Evening. Come along and learn more about 

Roadcraft. 19:30. Topic: Planning & Positioning. 
 

 

February 2013 
 

Sunday 3
rd
   Breakfast Run. Grover & Allen, Sudbury 

 

Saturday 16
th
   Brunch Chip Run. TBA 

 

Tuesday 19
th
   SAM Group Night. Announcements at 19:30. followed 

by Club’s AGM followed by Natter Evening 
 

Thursday 21
st
   Theory Evening. Come along and learn more about 

Roadcraft. 19:30. Topic: Cornering 
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March 2013 
 

Sunday 3
rd
   Breakfast Run. TBA 

 

Saturday 16
th
   Brunch Chip Run. TBA 

 

Tuesday 19
th
   SAM Group Night. Announcements at 19:30. followed 

by Guest Speaker. 
 

Thursday 21
st
   Theory Evening. Come along and learn more about 

Roadcraft. 19:30. Topic: Gears & Acceleration 
 

Satuaday 23
rd  

Dexterity & Control Morning, 09:00 – 13:00 Sidegate 

Primary School, Ipswich 
 

 

June 2013 
 

Sunday 23
rd
   St. Elizabeth Hospice Run. More details to follow. 

 

 

August 2013 
Fri 2

nd
 ~ Sat 3

rd
  Weekend Trip Tan Hill Inn Contact Paul Newman for 

more information look at the article on page 29 of Decembers Observer or on 

the SAM forum under ride outs 

 

Note from Editor 
Please check the SAM Calendar & Forum for further details and for any 

changes after going to press. Especially in winter months when the weather can 

be unpredictable. 
 

 
Other Events that you might 
want to put in your Diary 

 
 

 

January 2013 
 

Fri 25
th
~ Sat 26

th
   Mad Cow Rally. British Sugar and social Club, 

Bury St Edmunds. Run by the Bury St Edmunds Motorcycle Action Group. 

www.bsemadcows.co.uk  
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February 2013 
 

Fri 15
th
 ~ Sun 17

th
   Carole Nash MCN London Motorcycle Show 

ExCel Exhibition Show. The whole of the motorcycle industry is coming 

together to create Londons most vibrant, bargain packed and unforgettable 

show ever. www.mcnmotorcycleshow.com  
 

Sat 16
th
 ~ Sun 17

th  
33rd Carole Nash Bristol Classic MotorCycle 

Show. The Bath and West Showground, Shepton Mallet, Somerset, BA4 6QN 

www.classicbikeshows.com 
 

Wednesday 20
th
  Ipswich and District IAM car group have invited 

SAM members to a talk at their club night. It is by a representative from Miller 

Oils, it will be at the Ceders Hotel function room, at 8pm.Free entrance.. 
 

 

 

 

March 2013 
 

Sat 23
rd
 ~ Sun 24

th
  Manchester Bike Show. M41 7TB. 

www.manchesterbikeshow.com 
 

Fri 29
th
 Mon 1

st
  BMF Region 9 Daffodil Rally. Stafford House, Gray stoke 

Penrith. Email davebarton.bmf@virginmedia.com  
 
 

 

 

April 2013 
 

Sat 20
th
     St Georges Day Bike Show. Kesgrave Bell Inn, 

Ipswich free but charitable event with all the proceeds going to charity. Food, 

Bar, Rock DJ. Email di.mcgovern@ntlworld.com  
 

Sat 27
th
 ~ Sun 28

th
  33rd Carole Nash International Classic 

MotorCycle Show. Stafford County Show Ground, Staffordshire, ST18 0BD 

www.classicbikeshows.com 
 

 

 

 

May 2013 
Fri 3

rd
 ~ Sun 6

th
   The Cider Rally, Sand Bay Holiday Village. 

Kewstoke, Weston-Super-Mare, Somerset. www.bridgewaterhog.co.uk  
 

Sat 11
th
 ~ Sun 12

th  
The Carole Nash Great Scottish Bike Show. 

Lanark Agricultural Centre, Lanark, ML11 9AX www.classicbikeshows.com 
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Sat 18th ~ Sun 19th  The BMF East of England Show. Peterborough. This 

is the season’s opener and Europes largest outdoor motorcycle show. 

www.thebmfshows.co.uk   
 
 

 

 

June 2013 
 

Sat 22
nd
 ~ Sun 23

rd
  The Carole Nash Newark Bike Bonanza. 

Newark Showground, Newark, NG24 2NY www.classicbikeshows.com 
 

 

 
 

July 2013 
 

Sat 6
th
 ~ Sun 7

th
   BMF Kelso Bikefest, Borders Union 

Showground, Kelso. The second show in the BMF season in the glorious 

Scottish borders. Camping www.thebmfshows.co.uk 
 

Fri 25
th
 ~ Sun 28

th
   East for England Rally.  Fakenham Racecourse. 

Norfolks Harley-Davidson rally. www.fenlandershog.com  
 

 
 

 

September 2013 
 

Sat 14
th
 ~ Sun 15

th
   BMF Tailend show. East of England show 

ground, Peterborough www.thebmfshows.co.uk 
 

Sat 28
th
 ~ 29

th
 Sun  The Carole Nash Big Kent Bike Show, Kent 

Event Centre - Dethling, Maidstone, ME14 3JF www.classicbikeshows.com 
 

 
 

 

October 2013 
 

Sat 19
th
 ~ Sun 20

th
   The 20th Carole Nash Classic Motorcycle 

Mechanics Show, www.classicbikeshows.com 
 

 
 

 

November, 2013. 
 

Thurs 31
st
 ~ Sun 3

rd
   International Dirt Bike Show, Stoneleigh Park. 
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